Spear Security was founded in 1992 to service the physical security needs for a select group
of clients in Los Angeles,CA.Due to good and honest work provided by Spear Security in
1994 the principal headquarter in Los Angeles created a new branch in the state of
Colorado. In addition, to meet the high demands of security needs, a third branch was
opened in Long Beach,CA on March 1997.
Services
•

Fully Uniformed & Equipped Officers

•

Unarmed Security Officers

•

Armed Security Officers

•

24 Hours Respond Service

•

Routine Vehicle Supervisor Patrol

•

No Extra Charge For Communication Equipments

•

No Extra Charge For Routine Patrol
* All of the Spear Security Co. employees are fully insured & covered with worker income insurance
& bonded.
Our Clients Include:
• Major retail stores
• Shopping Malls
• Apartment Buildings
• Hotels
• Warehouses
• Construction sites
• Restaurants
• Hospitals, Medical Centers
• Manufacturers
Supervision
One specific supervisor will be assigned to service your account. This supervisor will have the operational
responsibility to ensure the following procedures:
On-going unscheduled supervisor checks to ensure uniform appearance.
Adherence to job details and performance of duties.
On-going management visitation with a designated contact to discern any new instruction or present any
observations that may aid security.
24 hour accessibility to additional services.
Written reports of any significant incidents are brought to the attention of management and/or used as
record evidence in criminal prosecution.
Immediate attention and response by management to any security problems.
Spear Security utilizes the latest equipment available in two-way radio communication. The corporate office,
dispatch center, management personnel, supervision and filed officers are able to communicate effectively .
Cellular telephones and pagers are also utilized to increase the flexibility and efficiency of communications.

Minuteman Security, Inc.
Security Officers Uniformed

MSI provides properly uniformed officers for any security situation armed or
unarmed. As a result of our established standards and intensive training programs,
MSI has a lengthy history of providing a unit of competent, well-trained officers
that provide unequaled protection to clients and their property.
Plain Clothes or Jacket and Tie (Concierge) Officers
MSI provides plain clothes or Jacket & Tie officers for any security situation
armed or unarmed. Specially trained officers and supervisors are available for
concierge or under cover detail both short and long term.
Key Benefits
Cost Savings, MSI provides effective low cost in-house operations
Flexibility, MSI has the ability to increase manpower to meet the specific needs of the
client.
Reduced Administration, the burden of supervising and administering the operations of a
group of needed specialists is shifted to MSI a company which specializes in security.

Minuteman Security, Inc.
Physical Security Services
Security Office, Uniformed Division
MSI has extensive experience in the following industries:

Condominium, Hotel, Motel, Automobile Dealerships, The Banking Industry,
Retail Stores (especially Jewelry stores), Transportation Industry( Car
Rental, Bus Terminals, & Airline Terminals), Industrial Plants, Warehouses,
Factories, Multilevel Office Buildings, Auctions, and Many More.
Key Benefits
Experience, MSI provides the management skills, understanding, policies, and
procedures for conducting security operations that optimize and control costs, and that
maximize the delivery of excellent performance.
Extra Manpower, we can assure you that we can immediate;y meet the changing
needs of extra security personal to service special events, holidays, vacations, and
personal protection, ect.
24 Hour radio equipped cars.

Minuteman Security, Inc.
Special Operations...
MSI can provide you or your company with well trained armed and unarmed personal body
guards. In today's ever increasing dangers, MSI can provide you with the peace of mind knowing
that there is someone who will provide effective protection. The special operations unit will
provide round the clock surveillance for peace of mind as well as a good nights sleep.

Key Benefits
24 Hour radio equipped cars.
The ability to go were you go.
Expertise in the protection of lives and property.

CHUBB
Welcome
There's safety in numbers. Chubb Electronic Security Systems (CES) is a division of Australia's largest
security company, and has been the choice of the nation for more than 100 years. CES takes pride in
presenting a complete portfolio of state-of-the-art security measures for domestic and business clients.
The business of security
With a client portfolio that includes Australia's largest corporations, Chubb Electronic Security (CES) is the
provider of choice for big business. That's not a reputation we take lightly, but one we have earned over
100 years of continued commitment to designing systems tailor-made to the unique specifications of each
of our clients, and providing each with the technical service and support necessary to ensure high quality
performance and reliability.
Satisfied CES customers include: St. George Bank, Westpac Banking Corporation, ANZ Bank, retailers
Coles Supermarkets, Bi-Lo, Woolworths and Red Rooster; mining giants BHP and MIM, Optus; Victoria's
Translink and Men's Metropolitan Prison, and a number of high-security and government installations.
To meet such a variety of client requirements, CES takes prides in a commitment to providing leadingedge technology. Supplying clients with the equipment necessary to ensure essential early-warning of a
potential incident or emergency takes time, and it's only after thorough consultation with each client that
CES can determine the equipment necessary to design a fully integrated system that will provide complete
safety and security for any budget.
CES has an expansive selection of the most sophisticated detectors, sensors, and control and
communications systems on the market. Discriminating clients can choose from
• commercial, industrial and residential alarm systems (to detect unwanted intrusions)
• fully integrated alarm, access control and closed circuit television (CCTV) systems
• high-voltage barriers
• intercom systems, and
• perimeter systems
All come with a range of after-sales service such as routine and comprehensive preventative maintenance
and 24 hour back to base monitoring.
Who goes there?
Access Control is an area of security in which CES excels. It's a crucial consideration for our clients,
especially those in retail, banking, defence establishments, government bodies, and large corporations.
Monitoring the movement of staff and customers is paramount for safety and security, and CES ensures
that the design of each Access Control system can be fully integrated with other electronic functions, such
as air-conditioning and lighting.
It's a team effort, and at CES we encourage clients to meet with architects, consultants and CES security
specialists at the design stage. This collaboration guarantees that every security system we install meets
the client specifications, and that the project is cost-effective and convenient.
A significant feature of each CES system is the Security Monitoring System. Should a break-in or
emergency occur, CES will ensure designated personnel are sent to the site at your instruction, giving all
clients the peace of mind of 24-hour surveillance.
Chubb Vision: Innovation that prevents accidents and lowers risks
In an expanding market, Chubb Vision addresses the growing client requirement for state-of-the-art closed
circuit television (CCTV) surveillance systems - essential for monitoring security and safety risks and,
above, preventing accidents.
The Chubb philosophy of design innovation means that the range of CCTV technology can be tailor-made
for any industrial, commercial or residential project, using the latest equipment, being analogue or digital
solutions. From shopping centres to hospitals, CCTV offers a variety of functions: from monitoring
operations and recording unauthorised activity, to protecting staff and customers from potential hazards.
Chubb Vision's products and services include: a full-range of CCTV equipment, alarm and video
verification systems, site survey and system design, digital video processing storage and archiving,
equipment repair, service and maintenance.
Whether a project is large or small, Chubb Vision can bring together a creative team that applies
innovative methods to provide customers with "made-to-measure" CCTV systems. Since CCTV is our
main service, support doesn't stop once the system is in place. In keeping with Chubb Vision's customer

service priorities, clients can reap benefits from our first-class test, calibration and service centres for
each CCTV product, and so enjoy the outstanding service and leading-edge design that has made us
leaders in the field.
Welcome
Since its formation more than 50 years ago, Chubb Protective Services (CPS) has progressed to a point
whereby it is indisputably pre-eminent in the field of people security in Australia.
CPS's range of services has expanded dramatically over the years to accommodate the ever increasing
diversity of clients' needs for security and safety services
Chubb Protective Services (CPS) has achieved clear industry leadership as a service provider by following
six important principles, being:
Assessment and Evaluation of Client Needs
Effective solutions to problems can only be found when there is a comprehensive understanding and
appreciation of the circumstances and environment under which the client operates. CPS's
experience and expertise enables such assessments to be made with pinpoint accuracy.
Planning
Once the evaluation is completed a plan is devised to cater for the immediate needs of the Client and
also to cope with any contingencies which could conceivably arise.
Implementation
The first step in implementation is in the selection of security personnel appropriate for the role
required. The type of operative will vary according to such factors as the nature of the business or
facility being protected, "The Climate of Security" the Client wishes to maintain, and the presence
of complementary security and building management equipment being installed.
Training
CPS is dedicated to ensuring its personnel are thoroughly trained in all specific aspects involving
duties at a client premises. Relieving staff are trained in these functions also in order that
continuity of service is maintained due to the inevitable absences of assigned operatives, e.g
annual leave, sickness. In addition to "job specific" training, many personnel are also trained in a
wider range of security and safety aspects thereby providing job enrichment and enhancing their
value to the client.
Re-evaluation of Needs
From time to time, factors, both internal and external, can impact upon security and safety conditions
pertaining to a premises or facility. Hence, in the interests of continuous service improvement,
CPS implements performance monitoring systems and conducts formal periodic service reviews
to ensure that levels and procedures are appropriate at any given time.
Industry Leadership
The CPS management team is widely acknowledged as being "The Pathfinder" in the industry. It is
generally recognised as being the key initiator of the competency based training standards
currently in place. Similarly, it was through the efforts of this team that CPS was the first security
personnel company in Australia to attain quality accreditation. Regarded as an industry pioneer,
CPS is determined to continue proactively to advance our company and the industry in its quest
for service excellence.
CPS prides itself upon its versatility and flexibility. It caters for client needs whether those needs exist for
just a few hours or for an indefinite period. The versatility of the company is evidenced by the wide range
of security assignments being constantly undertaken. Chubb Security officers will be found at major
sporting venues, remote mining sites, key financial institutions, prestigious entertainment precincts,
Australia's premier defence establishments, protecting public transport commuters, natural gas processing
and distribution plants and high rise office buildings. This listing is by no means exhaustive.
CPS has the capacity to undertake unique and challenging projects of a complex nature, often with a
minimum of lead up time to set up the operation. An example of this was the gun buy-back program which
was initiated by the Victorian Government in the aftermath of the Port Arthur (Tasmania) massacre. The
Department of Justice commissioned Chubb to set up a network which would facilitate the collection of all
firearms which did not comply with what the citizen was permitted to retain under the altered legislation. 14
permanent collection points were established throughout the State. Chubb was required to staff each point
with personnel responsible for data input, weapon valuation, "Make Safe" procedures and payment for
surrendered firearms.

To provide some indication of the magnitude of the task, when the assignment ceased after 12 months,
about 250,000 firearms had been collected with $108 million being paid out in compensation.
The efficiency of the conduct of the assignment was acknowledged by Chubb receiving the ASIAL award
for "Best Managed Project".
CPS is regarded as the preferred provider by many organisations because of its capacity to satisfy client
needs irrespective of whether the task is mundane or complex, short term or long term.
Welcome
Welcome to Chubb Security Products Internet Site.
Whether your looking for a lock or a safe, Chubb have a product to suit Domestic, Commercial or
Government requirements.
Chubb Security Products offer four products or services. These are:
Physical Containers - which offer varying degrees of protection, against fire, theft, burglary or hold-up.
• This range of products includes safes of all types, vaults, and fire-resisting cabinets. For a
more detailed explanation, please refer to the products and services section.
Service of the above products including removing and re-installation of your safe or vault at another
site, on-site assistance with combination lock changes, additional options, such as cupboards, or
locks, or cutting keys for safes.
Sale of special locks for major projects, such as major hotels, Government or Commercial Buildings or
complexes, and for Correctional Centres.
• Note: For items 1,2 and 3 contact your local Chubb Security Products Office in your
Capital City, including Newcastle, for customer assistance. A full list of Chubb Security
Products Offices is contained at the end of this Section.
Locks for your home or business. Chubb, Union, Yale, Milner Manifoll, are all lock brands distributed
through Security Hardware, a wholly-owned Chubb Wholesale Lock Distribution Network.
• Your local Locksmith or Hardware Store can provide Chubb Locks.
Security Hardware
Security Hardware is an eight person wholesaling operation based at 22 South Street, Rydalmere, NSW
2116, Tel. (02) 8845 0777 Fax. (02) 8845 0778. Three of the eight people are representatives, one each
in each on the main centres: Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne. The other states are serviced by
distributors. Security Hardware is a Lock Manufacturer, Importer and Distributor. The main product is LokSafe, a series of window and auxiliary door locks, with internal locking being the core to the series.
They have other exclusive proprietary lines of products and several imported products. These are detailed
in the Products and Services section.
Because we are primarily wholesalers we do not deal with the end user directly. We deal through our
customer base which is:
LocksmithsWindow, door and safe manufacturers, andHardware stores
Our primary aim is service of these customers quickly with quality product. Through direct and indirect
selling, we strive for 95% deliveries the next day to customers.
dalsie

In addition to guard service, we also offer programs in:
• Risk management
• Loss prevention
• System consolidation
• Electronic surveillance systems
• Industrial safety and disaster planning.
Chevron Guard Services specializes in:
• Condominiums/Townhouses & Apartment Complexes
• Office Buildings
• Commercial Buildings & Industrial Parks
• Restaurants

•
•
•

Hospitals
Museums
Shopping Malls & Centers

Guard Services...
Our professionally trained security officers can maintain around-the-clock protection of your
property, are highly visible to thieves and unwanted intruders, and provide a powerful deterrent to
crime. If your monitored alarm is triggered, a patrol officer will respond within minutes.
Guard Services include:
• Guarding premises following a break-in.
• Protecting important or valuable stock.
• Protecting building or construction sites.
• Manning delivery gates at factories.
• Providing a security presence at special events or functions.
Protection you can rely on:
• Our security officers must pass strict hiring standards and complete extensive training.
• Using the latest in technology, our control room provides complete, around the clock
monitoring - with full back up systems to ensure fast, clear communications with
emergency personnel if needed.
• Our highly visible mobile patrol cars provide protection for your home and business. The
cars are equipped with advanced mobile communications and are in immediate contact
with our control rooms.
• Copper Eagle Security and Communications signage in windows and yards warns
potential thieves that your property is protected all day, every day.
On-Site Guards
Copper Eagle Patrol & Security offers a variety of on-site, manned security programs to fit your
individual needs. Many of our clients prefer the comfort of knowing that our experienced guard is
monitoring their site. From construction zones, to shopping centers, or even an entire housing
track, Copper Eagle Patrol can secure you property.
But there's more involved than just posting your full-time guard to protect your site. Our guards
are in constant contact with our dispatch center utilizing the most modern radio communications
technology available.
Our experienced patrol officers and supervisors back our posted guards. The mobile patrol units
randomly check your site throughout the day to ensure complete safety for both you and our
officer. By staying in close contact, Copper Eagle Patrol & Security can respond quickly and
efficiently to your site, should the need arise.
Guard Services include:
• Guarding premises following a break-in.
• Protecting important or valuable stock.
• Protecting building or construction sites.
• Manning delivery gates at factories.
• Providing a security presence at special events or functions.

Private Investigations...
It's 11:30 PM do you know where your husband is?
The regular schedule of late night at the office has gone on too long. He seems rather distant lately. When
you call you can't reach him and the receptionist is evasive about his whereabouts.
What do you do ?
You could cry yourself to sleep. You already have...You could ask what's really going on?...You already
have....Nothing has helped.
How do you protect yourself ?
A private investigator may be the answer to this and other unsolved questions. Do you need to know
where someone is or where he goes? Do you need to know if someone has a hidden secret that affects
you, but they sure don't want you to know?
An investigator may well be able to uncover the hidden answers.

Confidential and undercover investigative services are performed by Copper Eagle licensed
Private Investigators.
•
•

•

Investigations include:
Shadowing individuals to find their hidden agendas.
• Body guard and personal protection
Background checks of prospective business partners
• Background checks of Marriage partners
• Asset search to protect your interests

• Surveillance to collect photographic/video evidence
• Canvassing and interviewing informants / witnesses
Locate witnesses on behalf of individuals who are involved in traffic accidents or are
implicated in a crime
PI Services often requested by private parties include:

•

Document spouse behavior in divorce or child custody cases.
• Locate a missing relative/friend/associate
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Years of experience providing security services for high-rise buildings. Extensive
experience in coordinating and providing security for events of all sizes Extensive
screening of all NASTEC security officers before being hired. Every guard completes
rigorous training in emergency and security procedures. Management closely supervises
each NASTEC guard. Every guard is required to be tested and reevaluated regularly to
maintain high standards of excellence. The latest high-tech equipment and methods are
used to provide the most comprehensive security available. NASTEC provides the most
extensive security protection at reasonable rates.
NASTEC International can provide Personal and Executive Protection, for Dignitaries,
Celebrities, Executives, and their Families.
High profile individuals in all walks of life have become targets of those who seek to
either make a name for themselves, or to make a point and get attention for their opinion
or support of their issue.
NASTEC's staff has extensive experience in designing a protection plan customized to
meet the needs of each individual so that they can maintain a normal lifestyle.

NASTEC's staff is headed by former Isreal Government Special Team Forces officers,
recruited on the basis of their extensive training and skills. They continually review and
train all of NASTEC's staff and insure that the protection plan that is implemented for
each individual suits their security needs and their lifestyle.
Our staff includes former Israeli secret services officers, as well as off-duty law
enforcement officers, all of whom are personally trained by NASTEC's professional staff
on the most up to date procedures in personal protection.
State-of-the-art armored luxury vehicles and limousines, aircraft, helicopters, and yachts
are available. Private and personalized transfer service in these vehicles are available
from any airport or marina and can accommodate either individuals or groups of
individuals as necessary. Security as well as comfort is our top priority

